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COTTON OR MELON LOUSE -4 
LIFE HISTORY STUDIES 
INTRODUCTION. 
For over a quarter of a century the people of this State haye had to 
contend with the ravages of the cotton or melon louse. When the insect 
wa.s first discovered in  Texas it was a pest of melons, and it has always 
czused much damage tol this class of crops. Years later a plant louse 
was found on the cotton in many localities in  the State, but it was a 
few years afterward before it was known definitely that the plant louse 
.of melons was the same species as the one attacking cotton. Even to- 
day there is much confusion among the growers concerning the identity 
-of these plant lice. 
The importance of this pest cannot be overdrawn when it is realized 
tha t  every person who plants cotton may have to reckon with the rav- 
ages of this pest; that large plantings of melons and allied plants are 
often totally destroyed by the pest; and that every home garden is men- 
.aced by it. The injury caused by this insect is not always charged to 
i t  but often to the weather. The p e a t  loss which has been suffered by 
the presence of this pest is hard to appreciate and can hardly be esti- 
mated in  terms of dollars. 
Work a s s  started on the study of this insect i n  March, 1916. The 
detail work on the life history was completed by Nay of 1917. Ach~owl- 
.edDment is hereby made of the assistance given by 0. K. Courtney, for- 
merly Assistant Entomologist, during the summer of 1916. Since Oc- 
tober of 1916 much valuable assistance has been rendered by H. J. Rein- 
hard, Entomologist, in all phases of the work on this insect, and due 
credit is given at this time. 
The work has consisted of life history studies to determine the num- 
ber of generations that may occur in  this locality, in  a period of twelve 
months ; of migration tests to secure information on host plants ; and 
of a study of insect relations. Collections have been made a t  many 
points within the State as well as sonie in other States. Seasonal notes 
have been made wherever possible. 
I n  3.854, Glover(1) in making a report of a trip to Columbia, South 
Carolina, says: "The much-dreaded cotton-louse was not found very 
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tibundantly a t  this late season." Prom this remark we are led to believe 
that this &sect had come to be a recognized pest of cotton a t  that date. 
I n  another place Ile saps, "Yet I hare seen old stands in Georgia with 
their young  shoot^ conlpletely covered wit11 this pest as late as Xovem- 
1 .  From these records i t  is impossible to say when this -insect first 
a1)peared in the Unitecl States and in exactly what locality. The insect 
first attracted attention as a pest of cotton. 
It was not until 1812, when Ashmead(6) described his citruilli, that  
this insect mas Itnown as a p!st of melorls in Florida and also in  Georgia. 
This latter locality was onc of the first. to suffer from the insect as a 
cotton pest. I n  1881 the same insect was found to be a cotton pest, 
The follonring year the same insect  pro^-ecl very destructive to cucum- 
bers in Illinois, although it was not described until 1883 by Forbes(8) as 
cucumeris. I n  1880 this insect was reported froin Florida as injurious 
to oranges ancl in the same year i t  W ~ S  also reported from New Jersey 
as a p e t  of melons. It was also reported from Brazil that year as oc- 
curring on cotton. The following year i t  was recorded in  Tennessee 
on melon vines. In  1882, Ashmead(7) in  redescribing his C. citrifolii 
;nclndes material of gossypii, from oracges in Florida, as a pest of that 
plant. This mistake was made when gocsypii was considered as a dimor- 
phic form of citrifolii. 
I n  1883 the icsect was reported again on n~elons from Florida and 
 so on melons ~d cucumbers fro111 Kansas. The following year it 
mas found on oranges in California. Tn 1 890 it was first reported from 
Jfassachueetts ancl Nebraska; melons and cucumbers being the hosts in 
each State. It mas in this year that the species was reported on oranges 
in Australia. Thc insect was first reported from Arizona and Missis- 
~ i p p i  in 1891, nrl melons and cnculilbers in both States. The first 
report from Texas was in 1892. when the insect mas taken on nielons a t  
~are r lo ;  the follolving year it was taken on melons a t  Rockport. In 
1892 the insect was reported on oranges froin the West Indies and was 
taken again in 1894 from oranges. It mas in this year that the insect 
was found on cotton in several localities iii Mexico. Foll~om7ing this 
date the pest has become established in alillost every State upon some 
one or more of its many hosts. I n  1907 it was first reported on cotton 
froin the Hawaiian Ilslanils ancl recentlv it has been found on melons 
3nd cucumbers from Swecten. 
DISTRIBTJTION. 
The insect mas first discovered oi? cotto;. in Georgia and South Caro- 
lina. .Later it mas reported on melo~is from Florida. Soon afterwards 
tlle species was reported on melons from Xem Jersey and one year later 
from Tennessee, on the same host. &4t this earlp date, and before the 
pest was established wiclelp in the Cnited States, i t  was reported on 
cotton from Brazil. Soon it nias reported from Kansas, and a year 
later its presence in California was recorded. Closely following these 
records were reports of the presence of this insect i n  Nebraska and 
Massachnsetts. During the same year the presence of the species was 
n ~ i e d  on oranges in f!l~~stralia. I n  I892 the insect was found on oranges 
in the West Indies, and was recorded again in  1894 on the same 
host. It was not ~ tn t i l  1907 that the insect was recorded from Hawaii, 

lands an but at that time it mas found on several of the is d o n a 1  
of hosts. 
Fig. 1 shows the present known world distri~u,l,l, of this S ~ G L ~ G U ,  
together with the dates of the first recorclecl occurrence in each locality, 
as well as the host upon which it was first found. 
In Fig. 2 is'shown the chronological distribution of this insect in 
the Onited States with hosts or the early records of occurrence. I n  
Texas, the louse is present wherever cotton, melons, and the other host 
plants are grown. 
SCIENTIFIC NAME. 
This species was first mentioned by Glover(1) in 1854 when he S R ~ S ,  
"The cotton-louse made its appearance again during the cold, damp 
veather of November." The location of which he spoke is assumec! to 
,be Columbia, South Carolina, ancl at  this time he classified the ingect 
,as ((Aphis 'r." No description was nlacle of the species other than, "the 
adult insects are said to be about one-tent11 of an inch in length, often 
of a dark green color, sometimes black." ITe figured both apterous 
and alate forms in two views. Mention aras niade of the presence of 
this insect in Georgia, where i t  evidently had been a serious pest for 
years as it was familiar to the cor;ton gro~vers. 
T21c following year Glover (2 ) again men tioncd the '(qotton louse" in 
his article on Cotton Insects, as ".12phis?," but no further inforillation 
mas given than was contained in  the first article. 
Ifention of this insect was not made again until 1816 when Glover(3) 
makes a note of its presence and refers to the account of the pest made 
in 1855. At that time the specific name of gos.qypii was first applied 
to the species although no further description was given than that con- 
tained in his parer on the insect. 
In  the following year Thomas(4) in his list, of aphids found in  the 
United States; records Aphis gossypi~i without author and refers to the 
account by Glo~er  (2).  Thomas described the species as "green or yellow,-. 
thorax striped with black." Cotton was given as the host. 
In  1880, A~hmead(5) described a plant louse from orange as S. ci tr i fo l i i  
which has been considered by many writers as a synonym of A. gossypii. 
It is now considered, however, that ci fr i fo l i i  is a distinct species. I n  
another paper during the same year, Ash~nead (6)  described a specics of 
aphid from watermelons in  Florida ancl Georgia as A. citrulli .  This 
species is now considered a synonym of gos.sypii. I n  1882 Ashmead(7) 
redescribed citrifolii, ancl it is now assumed that some of the material 
probably was gos.ypii .  Another species described at  that time as new, 
is now considered to be 7Lh opnlos1:~7r 7lrn.n perfi.cue Sulzer. 
In 1883 Forbes(8) described and figured a species of aphid as Ap7zis 
cucumeris which infested cucumbers, watermelons, and muskmelons. 
His description of the forms is as follows: 
('Winged female: Head black, with red or black eyes, the latter 
usually with a red tubercle behind. Thorax sometimes jet black through- 
out, sometimes with the prothorax yellowish. Abdomen yellowish-green 
with hlmk edges, and with blackish rnargjns to segments. Legs yellow, 
with coxae and distal parts of tibiae and femora dusky or black. Cor- 
nicles cylindrical, black; tail yellowish, rostrum yellow, with black tip. 
The antennae are six jointed (apparently seven), with a setaceous t ip  
three times as long as the basal part of the joint. The sixth joint i 
the longest, the third next, the fourth and fifth nearly equal. All ex- 
cept the basal joints are marked with imbricated transverse ridges. The 
wings are more than twicc as long as the abdomen, hyaline, with stigm 
a ~ i d  veins dusky yellowish. The tail extends beyond the tip of the 
body. Width of thoris  .022 inch, of abdomen .08 inch, of head .014 
inch. Length of body ,054 inch, of antennae .052 inch, of cornicles .009, 
inch." 
"Pupa: Head and prothorax, base and tip of antennae dusky, eyes 
dark red, sides of mesothorax and metathorax white, wing pads black, 
ahdomen brownish yellow except posteriorly, where it is green. mole 
bocly pruinose, legs white, tarsi and tips of tibiae black." 
"Wingless female : Body *green or greenish-black througllout, antennae 
black a t  base and tip; cornicles black, tail yellowish, legs pale, witb 
tmsi 2nd t ip  of tibiae black. Body broad ovate, widest behind, thorax 
without spine. Cornicles minutely roughened. Antennae with imbri- 
cttted transverse ridges, excepting the two basal joints. Body .06 inch 
ldng, .037 inch widc, antennae .05 inch in  length, cornicles -013 inch." 
Recent writers consider this species a synonynl of qossypG. Forbes, 
however, described a root form of what he considered the same species, 
which was taken late in  the fall in  a cncwnber field. Recent literature 
contains 110 reference to this f o m .  
Oestlancl(9) in 1887 listed the two species, g o s q p i i  as occurring on 
cotton and c ~ ~ c u r n e r i n  as occurring on cz~cum,is sp. Weed in 1889 de- 
scribed a species of aphid fro111 strawberry roots as A, fo~bes i .  This 
species for cereral years nraF considered a 9pnonym of gossypii but recent 
authorities have shown forbpsi to be a separate and distinct species. 
I n  1895 Pergande(l0) discussed the\ early history and synonyms of 
gossypii  in a detailed manner. At  that time forbesi was considered a 
synonym of gossypii  ancl ~t was not until 1908 that Gillette(l1) called 
attention to the positive distinctions of the two species. 
I n  1909 Essig(l2) described A. 'citri  Ashin. from oranges but later says 
the material WRS gossypii. The following year he described gossypii 
and later considered- that material n new species, A. cookii. In  1911 
Essig (13) described gos.sypii and gave .figures. This description was the 
first detailed description of gossypii  to occur in literature on Aphids. 
Of the European species ~f Aphids feeding upon the same host plants 
none are considered a synonym of goss?ypii either in the case of cotton 
-or of cucurbits. 
The synonymy of A p h i s  g o s s y f i  Glover as understood now is as 
follows : 
Piph onollhdra ci.frif'olii Sehmead in part. 
Apll is  c i ir i  Ashmead. 
Ap7iis c i f ru l l i  Ashmead. 
A p h i s  czmtrnem',~ Forbes. 
,421kis cooh-ii Essjg. 
9L3;IED SPEC!IES. 
From the confusion which exists in the host-plant list it is evident 
that many times this species has been confused with several others. 
A. rnedkq* is perhaps more often confused with gosslypii in this 
State than any other species. This is due to the fact that medimginis- 
is quite co111111on on cowpeas, which are usually planted close to cotton. 
J!ronl the cowpeas the migration .of n l , j c n g i ~ l , i s  to cotton is easily ac- 
coniplished, and the result is serious. This migration takes place wheli 
the cotton is very young, with only four or six leaves. The adult 
apterous female of medicaginis  is n deep black in color and shines like 
a speck of coal. The alate females of rnerlicagir~i.r are more rounded 
than possypii and the color is a cleciclecl black instead of the dark olive 
peen of gossypii. The c u c z r h i t ~  have never been found infested with 
met7icagirzi.s. No infestation of R h o p a Z o . s i p 1  p~rc ica~e  Sulzer .was 
found on melons, although this species is recorded as attacking these 
hosts in other localities. Only goss!ypii was found on okra in these 
stvdies. I n  other Stat .~s  it is evicltlnt that A. m~wbicis 'Linn. is confnsd 
with gossypii but this species did not appear during the time of these 
obser~-ations. 
CO3flfOh' NAXES. 
This species is spoken of as the cotton louse when i t  infests the cotton 
plant, and as the nielon louse when it infests the cucurbits. The scien- 
tific name is that applied to i t  when the insect was known only as a pest 
of cotton, and the early writers attempted to give the species another 
name w h e ~  it m-as found on the cucurhits. Now it is known conclu- 
sively that either the cotton louse or the melon louse refers to the same 
sl~ecies of insect. 
I ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE. ' 
Even the first accounts of this insect indicate the seriousness of the 
presence, when the words "much-dreaded" were used. The presence of 
this insect in  cotton fields was then known to result in  much loss to the 
grower. Tj7hen the species first attracted attention In Illinois, i t  was 
reported to have a lmo~t  entirely destroyed fields of cucumber and niusk- 
melon vines. I n  New Jersey i t  was reported to haye been "very de- 
dructive to all kinds of cncnrbitaceous rines." Wherever it has ap- 
peared on citrii it has become injurious for only a short portion of the 
year, that being in the spring when the lice colonize on the developing 
twigs. This characteristic injury of oranges' is found wherever the 
host is infested-,4ustralia, West Indies, and the Unitecl States. Tlie 
severe loss of cucurbits is suffered e~er~ywhere-Bawaii, Sweden, and 
the United States. Cotton in Brazil, Mexico, and the United States 
is greatly damaged by this pest. 
The injury to cotton is not nearly so noticeable i s  that done to the 
cucurbits, since cotton is only sewrely stunted and will usuallv out- 
grow the injury, whereas cncurbits are usually killed outright. As 
cotton is grown widespread in this State and the insect has been re- 
ported on cotton from every locality, i t  is evident that the damage done 
Iq this pest is exceedingly great, although it, is impossible to show sucli 
a loss in terms of dollars. The loss in Texas to coinmercial growers 
of cucurbits is known to be tremendous, 8 s  often an entire cro,p of nielons 
is destroyed. I f  the loss suffered on each indi~idual  farni by the melon 
louse could be totaled, the result wo-rxlcl certainly be astonishing. There 
is hardly a single home gaden  that does not suffer severely froni the 
work of this pest. Taken collectively these losses would represent a big 
sum, which can certainly not be afforded in the State. 
ION. ' '1 GRICULTl 
2 uuu r L 9 N  13. 
The list of food plants for this species, as given by most authors, id 
rery large and covers a wide range of genera, of both wild and culti- 
vated plants. Pergande gave a list of twenty-six species on which this 
s;phid has been f o u ~ d .  T h i ~  list was copied extensively by writers from1 
that time with some additions. Gillette published an extensive list of 
food plants on which A. gossypii  had colonized. More recent writers 
have continued to adcl plants to the rery long list. Par t  of the cause1 
for this yery lengthy list of food plants is due to the inability of some1 
to distinguish species closely alliecl to gossypi6. Pergande, in  his  list,^ 
included the cultivated strawberry which is now known to be a host of/ 
A. forbesi which was at  that time considered a synonyni for gossypii., 
I i i ~  list included other plants that are now known to be hosts for closely 
allied species and are not considered hosts of gossypii. i Pelgande, in his list, gives the following plants that have not been, 
recorded by later writers as hosts of gossypii:  Amaran tus ,  button weed1 
(Diod ia  t e res ) ,  chickweed ( S t e l l w i n  m e d i a ) ,  European dogwood (Cornzlsi 
w a s ) ,  ground iv-y ( N e p e t n  g l o c h u m a ~ ,  hydrangea (Hor tens i s  sp.) hop1 
(ETumu7us ~ ? c ~ ~ c Z U S  ) , Jan~estown weed (Da-turn s t r a m o n i u m ) ,  mallow 1 
(il ialua ~ o / z i n d i f o l i a ) ,  plantin ( P l n r ~ t a g o  7 - i ry i~ l i ca) ,  purslane (Portu-1 
laen oleracea ) , and three seeded mercury ( Acolyph a v irginica)  . 
per- I grade listed also some plants which .have not been verified by later writ- 
ers as hosts of goss?jpii but are nom known to be hosts of other aphids. 1 
Eurdock ( d r c t i c w m  lcrppa), pigm-eed (C7t,enopodizcm crlbzlm), and worm- 
seed (C. a n t k e l m i ? ~ , t h i ~ ~ m , )  are hosts of A. rzlmicis and bean (Phaseolus 
n a m i s ) ,  pear ( P y r u s  com c,?unis), aod red clover (l 'ri foliurn pratense) 
are hosts of A. medicagi?zin. 
Gillette, in his list of food plants, gave some that have been recordea 
by one or more writers. These are: buckthorn ( R h a m n u s  ca,rtharticn), 
catalpa (Cu ta lpa speciosa),  dalidelien ( T a r a z n c u m  dens-leonis) , which 
i~ also a host of rz~m~icitc, dock (Ilurncn. c&cP) also a host of medic6 
ginis,  milkreed (-4 scelpicrs pztnlita, speciosa,, ves t i ta )  , morning glory, 
and shepherd's purse (C'crpsqlla bu~4.n-pnsfori.9). The last two plants 
are also hosts of A. mec!icagini.c. Gillette listed the following hosts of 
possyppi which have not been recorded hy other writers: Canada thistle 
( ( ! a r d z ~ ? ~  w v e n . ~ i s ) ,  ragweer1 ( A  m 5rosia t ~ i f i d a ) ,  mares tail (Erigeron 
cnnader,sis), ( P y r u s  c o r n a r k ) ,  syringa ( P k i l a d e l p l ~ u s  co~~onam'us ) ,  and 
wild gourd ( Cucur71ita foe tidi8,simg) . 
Daris listed as host planis of gossypii (dl thtsea sp.), also an Easter lily 
(Atnmnsco n t n m a . ~ c o ) ,  which haye not been recorded by any other writer. 
Davis and Sanborn list (H ihiscus sp. ) as a host. The lily (L i l iurn  cnndi- 
durn)  is listed as a host plant by Tl~illiams and Essig. Sanborn is the 
only author to list poit oak (Querrus mir tor ) ,  a perennial grass (Pmpa- , 
luqr~ sp . ) ,  and poppy mallow (Caliirhoe i ia~~olucra tn )  as host plants of 
g o ~ q p i i .  Essig recently listed the following additions1 hosts : Asclepirrs 
speciosa Torr., R h a m n u s  p u ~ s 7 ~ i n n n  D. C., Liliurn speciosurn rubrum, 1 
Asc1epin.c z;e.cfifa IT. & A., and Lonicera sp. 
In  the experiments that have been conducted only a few of the long 
list of plants have prored to be 11ost plants of A. gossypii according to 1 
the migration test. These are: cotton ( G o s s y p i u m  herbaceum),  water- , 
melon (Ci t ru l lus  vu lnr i s ) ,  muskmelon ( C u c u m i s  m e l o ) ,  cucumber (C: 
satiw~s), okra (ITibiscus esczllenttls), cowpea ( Vigna unginculata), 
squash (Cucurbitlc marinla), pumpkin (C'. pepo), gourd (Hagenaria 
uulgaris), and Begonia sp. 
Tests were not made with a few plants that have been listed as hosts 
ti hich .undoubtedly are correct. These are : citron ( C i t m  medica), 
calabash (Lag e m r k  lag enarin), grape fruit ( Ciincs qraa,~dis), lemon 
( C. Zimonia) , and orange ((', aztrantium) . Asparagus (Aspuragu.~ 
o.@ciniilis), and spinach (Spinncia oleracen) have been recorded as l- 
plants of gossypii. The bush bean (Pha,c;eolzcs namis) and soy b 
(Glykna hispicla) were tried by the migration test and never 
go .csyp.ii colonize upon them. 
I n  this State ,qossr,,pii is Found extensively on cotton and all of 
cucnrbite, but i t  has never been taken on citrus trees. The collectil 
have not been sufficient so that it could be said that it never occurs 
this plant. I n  California ,qosqpii is primarily a pest of citrus, IdeL-b 
found on the cucurbits and cotton only occasionally. I n  the northern 
States the species persists entirely on the cucurbits. 
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Thislouye feeds almost entirely on the tender leaves of the host plants 
and usuallly on the under sides of the leaves. The lice first appear on 
;ton when the second or third pair of leaves are developing. Of 
? infestation increases so rapidly that these leaves become deforn 
d the plant is thereby stunted, since new leares must grow to devc 
I U ~ !  plant. This collditjon is especially noticeable if the weather is c! 
which time the rphjds can increase faster than the plants grow. LIE 
number of lice iccrease the feeding is extended to larger leaves but 
rays to the icaniler ones available. As the plant grows the infestat io~ 
:omes scattered over more 1ea.ves. Only in  cases of extreme infesta- 
n are the lice to be found on the developing leaf stems. Occa- 
nally the lice may be found feeding inside the bracts a t  the base of 
2 squares. This practice is more common during the extremely hot 
rt of the suninler. Very rarely .the lice are found inside the opening 
)oms. This practice is r.lso confined to the summer period. During 
2 fall nlontlis tlie lice confine their feeding to the under sides of the  
,ves. A developing leaf which becomes badly infested will be shed 
the plant, but usually the lice have found new feeding areas bef - 
leaf actu~,llp falls. 
When the lice are feeding on the melons and allied vines, the infes 
n begirls on the developing leaves, which is usually a t  the time wl 
! vines have started to run well. &re the feeding is confined to the 
der sides of :llc leaves entirely. New infestation always occurs near 
: growing tip. As the infestation irrcr~ases the larger leavea are  
ectecl for f eecling. 
The lice may infest okra vhen the young plants are just putting 
? second pair of leaves. Usually the plants are able to outgrow 
hid infestation. As in  summer feeding on cotton, on this host pl 
aphid ,:lso urorks around the flowers and occasionally on the v 
ung pods. 
On pumpkins and scluaeli the plight infestation is confined to the  
under sides of the very tender leaves. The yonng plants of these hosts 
are seldom attacked by the lice. 
FOF the purpose of observing the details of the life history of this 
sp::ies, indi~~idual  phids Irere isolated in cages. The type of cage nsed 
is sllo~vn i n  Plate I. This consisted of a large street-lamp globe No. 2, 
mith a collar of two-inch brass gauze on the bottom, and a top made of 
ailxilar mzterial. By means of this cage, i t  was possible to keep grow- 
ing ~ ~ I a n t s  in excellent coldition, even througl~out the hot part of tbc 
summer. as the construction  as such that a current of air coulcl con- 
htantly pass over the pla?its. Furtl~crmore, such an environinent was 
more natural for insect activities than it  was possible to secure in the 
cages fornie~ly used for* this purpose. The cages were kept in the In- 
sectt~ry, shon~n in Plste 11, during the cooler portions of the year and 
during the extremely hot period the cages were placed in the Cage 
Sheltci., shown in Ylate 111. The temperature and moisture conditions 
nf these s i iuat i~ns were rc;.orded by a'hpgro-thermograph. 
For the generation series, cotton was usecl as the host plant; the' 
t~.pe of seedling usccl, being shown in Plate I. This plant mas*chosen 
becauqe it ~vaq Illore l~arcly ancl ~ 0 ~ 1 ~ 1  withstand the extreme heat of the 
summcr mxch better than other host plants. I t  developed that the lice 
would pcrsist on this host tl~roughout he entire year. The plants were 
kept ill excellent growing co~~dition throughout the period they were 
used ancl one plant was usually sufficient to extend through the period 
of a gclneration. The Toung were transferred each dag- from the plant 
by means of a ca..mel9s-hair brush so that the delicate young were not 
iitjnred in any way. The adult lice were seldonl disturbed on the host 
plant so their nlovement upon the plant was very little and apparently 
nstural. 
I n  the worl; with the artificial migration tests, small plants of all 
hosts were used. T 1 illis work some of the plants were changed during 
thc notcs, but i t  $as impossible to detect that this nlade any difTerence 
i~ the rc~ul t s  obt~il:etl. For the field notes and seasonal observations, 
cages as S I I O T ~ ~  in Plate IT' were usecl. The large cage, 4 feet by 6 feet  
Is71 6 fect. was covered inside mith thin nluslin SO as to prevent lice frolil 
cbn t~ ln ina t i n~  the infestation inside. This korerinp nlade no difference 
in the records as far as it was possible to detect. This type of cage was 
focnd to be very satisfactory Sor field observations since it  was large 
enough to study the insect on different host plants under the sanie con- 
ditions. At the sanle time the infestation in the cage could be more 
or less controlled. 
1.Ii'E TIISTfiRY. 
The life history of this insect has been mentioned in an indefinite 
way by many writers. Among the earlv writers, the general scheme of 
the life history of aphids mas known only in a r a p e  way. Then came 
the period when the sesual forms were understood in the ecoaonly of 
the plant lice. As a result, the statement mas made that the winter was 
provided for by the appearance of true sexes in the aphids which pro- 
duced eggs to c a r F  tile species OT-er that unfavorable season of the year. 
Plate I. Type o! Life Hiztory Rearing Cage. 
[Blank Page in Original Bulletin] 
THE COTTON OR MELOX LOUSE. 1'7 
Q 
Recent investigations hare shown that in the southern part of the 
United States, the sex forms of aphids do not appear even when i n  
the northern sections the sexes do occur as in the "green bug" Toxoptera  
g.rarninu~n Roncl. The dividing line in the case of this insect was de-' 
termined by 1'CTebster and I'hillips to approximate the 35th parallel. 
That. aphids do persist throughout the year by viviparous development 
was shown to be true of the turnip louse, A. psevdobrassicae Davis by 
the writer. The observations recorded in  the following pages will show 
that A. gossypii can be perpetuated through an indefinite number of 
generations over a period of more than twelve months on the same host, 
without sex forms appearing. 
The sex forms of gossypii have not been recorded by any writer. I n  
1908 Gillette (11) records observations on this species in Colorado, when 
tlie viviparous forms persisted thr~ughout  the winter on outdoor hosts. 
In  1915 Davis recorded that hie search h8d failed to reveal the sex 
forms of this species. I n  a recent paper Lochhead(l7) mentions eggs of 
this species having been founcl on purslane and strawberry. The paper 
makes no mention of the sex forms nor that these eggs were observed to 
develope into gossypii. These hosts of gossypii  are listed only by Per- 
gande and have not been verified by recent investigations as being hosts 
of the viviparous forms of the species. Gillette in his paper indicated 
that his records tend to show that these are not hosts. 
The fact that sex forms have not been found, leaves a space of time 
when the existence of the species cannot be accounted for in the north. 
The matter of alternate host plants has been well observed by Gillette 
when during the winter, goss?ypii was found colonized on the wild native 
plants. I n  this State the species has not been taken on a single wild 
host plant; and although in the cages i t  has been possible to rear the 
insect throughout the year, there is nevertheless a considerable portion 
of the year when i t  has not been taken in the fields. 
Description of Forms. 
. Thomas in 1818 recorded poss?ypii as "green or yellow, thorax striped 
with hlack." This form was taken from cotton. Pergande in  1895 
noted an "extreme variability of cclbration both in adults and larvae, 
whether on the same or different plants; whereas all the important 
structural characters remain the same in all." Again in  1911 Gillette 
says: "There is always much variety of color in both the young and the 
adult apterous individuals, some being very dark; to the naked eye 
appearing black, and others with intergrading shades passing to very 
light yellow or tan viviparous females. The offspring of these light 
individuals may be as darli as the da~kest  through their entire life." 
It is quite probable that this great. range in coloration, together with 
the wide range of food plants, has led to some confusion as to the iden- 
tity of the species, especially among the early writers. 
The'color variation and the beha-rior have become a very interesting 
phase of the investigation of the species, but the details of this work 
will be published later. It will beco'me evident, from records given on 
other pages, that the color forms of this louse are very distinct and 
their behavior is well defined. Further than the observations mentioned 
by Gillette, it is now known that there is a light and a dark color form, 
/ TEXAS AGI~IC;T~TURAI~ ESPERIXENT STATION. 
and the alate and apterous lice map be of either color. The ligh~ lun r r  
has a place in the seasonal history of the species for on some hosts only 
light form has been known to exist. I n  the same way on other hosts 
olily the dark form ever occurs. Only the dark form has been described 
in literature as typical of the species, ancl these descriptions vary some- 
what. The description of the dark Eorni by Essig(l3) is the most recent 
and the most complete. It is given herewith. 
Tinged viviparous female: Length of body not including stye 1.35 
mix., width of mesothorax 0.42 mni., greatest length of abdonlc 
mm., wing expansion 5.10 mm. Very small form. 
Prevailing color: Dark, black or very dark green or brown. 
much wider than long, black. Eyes very d a r ~  red or brown. Antennae 
--arising directly from the head, not as long as the body, reaching to 
the bases of the cornicles, sparsely haired; articles I and I1 dusky, 111 
with light base and remainder dusky, I V  and V light yellow with apical 
halves dusky, V I  clusky throughout; length of the articles: I, 0.07 mm.; 
IT ,  0.04 mm.; 111, 0.22 mm.; IV, 0.1'7 mm.; TI, 0.37 mm.; (spur 
0.26 mm.) ; total, 1.04 mm.; from seven to eight large circular sensoria 
on article 111, remaining article normal. Rostrum-reaching to or 
slightly beyond third coxae, lemon yellow with the base and tip dusky. 
Prothorax-sightly wider than the head, but no longer; black, with dis- 
tinct lateral tubercles. 3Xeso and metathorax-black with prominent 
inuscle lobes. Abdomen-smooth dark green or greenish brown, with an 
irregular lighter area on the dorsum, ventral surface dull green, small 
lateral marginal tubercle extending from sides, anal plate dusky, hairy. 
Cornicles-cylindrical, dider at  base and gradually tapering to tip, im- 
bricated, black, curved slighty outwardly in so'me specimens, length 0.2 
~nui~.  Legs-Sormal, hairy, cosae black, femora of third pair yellow, 
apical three-fourths dusky, tibiae yellow with dark tips, tarsi dark. 
Wings-rather large for the size of the species, hyaline. Primary- 
lcngth 2.3 mm., width 0.95 mm., costal vein clark and well dehed ;  
sub-costal wide, yellow; stigma long and narrow, tapering from the 
base of the stigma1 vein to a point\at, the tip, amber in color, length 
0.6 5 mm. ; first discoidal twice-branched and curved slightly inwardly, 
first branch arising near the middle of the vein, the second branch aris- 
ing nearer the tip than iiiiddle of the first branch-both of these 
branches curve toward the. third t-ein. All veins are amber. Secondary 
-length 1.5 mm., width 0.55 mm. ; subcostal carved downwardly a t  the 
base of the second cliscoidal and then curves upwardly to point of wing; 
discoidals nearly straight. Style-conical or nearly cylindrical, hairy, 
green, with dusky tip, len,@h 0.11 mm., a little more than half as long 
as the cornicles. 
Apterous viviparous female: Length of body not including style 1.8. 
mm., -width of abdomen 0.9 nim. Larger than the winged form and more 
robust, although many are oblong in shape, not as robust as the apter- 
ous forms of Toxoptera aurantiae Eoch. Some slightly pruinose. 
Pre~ai l ing color : Black or 'ciark olive green. Head-well roundeii 
In the front, nearly as long as wide, black. Eyes-dark red or brown. 
,4ntennae-not arising froin frontal tubercles, but direct from the head, 
much ~hor te r  i h m  the body--not reaching to the bases of the cornicles; 
articles I and I1 dark, I11 and I V  light lemon yellow, V light yellow 
with a dark tip, TI dusky throughout; lengths of the articles: I, 0.08 
mm.; 11, 0.06 mm.; 111, 0.32 mm.; IV, 0.25 mm.; V, 0.21 mm.; VI, 
0.35 nim. (spur 0.25 mm.) ; total, 1.2'7mm.; all articles sparsely haired; 
sensoria on articles V and T T I  normal. Rostrum-reaching just beyond 
the third coxae, lemon yellow with dark base and tip. Prothorax- 
wry short, with distinct lateral tubercle. Meso and metathorax-nar- 
I row transversely. Abdomen-smooth, dark green with irregular lighter 
markings on the dorsum and with small marginal tubercles on the sides, 1 ~entral  surface dull green. Anal plate-Dusky, hairy. Cornicles- 
1 cylindrical, widest a t  base and gradually tapering to tip, imbricated, 
black, length 0.27 mm. Legs-normal, coxae dark, femora light yel- 
~GW,  tibiae light ycllow with dark tips, tarsi dark. Style-conical or 
nearly cylindrical, hairy,' dusky green to dark brown, length 0.13 mm. 
The sex forms of this species and eggs have not been observed and 
described. 
Table 1. Generation Series 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
L 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: : : I  
58 
57 
58 
59 
56 
55 
55 
59 
55 
57 
54 
52 
58 
66 
64 
64 
-64 
70 
61 
62 
65 
63 
61 
58 
59 
52 
54 
53 
53 
54 
52 
54 
51 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
42 
42 
51 
51 
51 
49 
46 
44 
37 
34 
42 
43 
44 
56 
54 
58 
55 
58 
56 
54 
55 
58 
55 
49 
42 
40 
40 
42 
44 
43 
46 
44 
45 
51 
5 
4 
5 
53 
52.5 
52 P ;  
50.5 
51.5 
46 
45.5 
48 
47.5 
51 
61 
59 
61 
59.5 
64 
58.5 
58 
60 
60.5 
58 
53.5 
50.5 
46 
47 
47.5 
48.5 
48.5 
49 
49 
48 
40 45.5 
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R,  born; I,, T,clst. 
Temperature 
Date. ~ a . ~ ~ i n . ~ e a n l ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~  
- - 
~ d d d d d Y d d d d d d d d ~ d d b u v d d d j  Humidity d 4 i g i d 4 1 1 1 ~ 8 r ~ i ~ 8 ~  t . l g 1 8 i ~ s ~ i ~ ~ a x . l ~ i n . ~ ~  
53 
48' 
51 
53 
58.5 
57 
54 
54 
52.6 
56.5 
54.5 
50 
52 
51.5 
52.5 
57 
53 
53.5 
47 
44 
45.5 
49 
55.5 
55 
57.5 
52.5 
68 
69 
68.5 
61.5 
58 
1916 
June 7 . . . . . .  
8 . . . . . .  
9 ...... 
10 . . . . . .  
11. . . . . .  
. 12. .  . . . .  
13 . . . . . .  
14 ...... 
15 
16:'::::: 
17. .  . . . .  
18. .  . . . .  
19. .  . . . .  
20 . . . . . .  
21 . . . . . .  
22 . . . . . .  
23 . . . . . .  
24. . . . . .  
25 . . . . . .  
26 . . . . . .  
27 . . . . . .  
28.. . . . .  
29.. . . . .  
30. .  . . . .  
J . ~ i y  1 . . . . . .  
2 . . . . . .  
3 . . . . . .  
4 . . . . . .  
. . . . .  5 . .  
. . . .  6 . .  
7 ..,... 
8 . . . . . .  
9 . .  . 
10.. . . . .  
. . . .  11. .  
. . . . . .  12 
. . . .  13. .  
5 
6 
7 
8 
7 - 7  
6 
A 
5 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
... 
90 
85 
84 
86 
88 
89 
88 
88 
87 
8.2 
86 
8.2 
88 
90 
91 
02 
90 
9 1  
91 
92 
93 
92 
91 
90 
97 
92 
94 
89 
89 
90 
96 
08 
97 
95 
96 
94 
05 
81 
72 
78 
80 
82 
78 
80 
84 
80 
77 
83 
79 
78 
79 
81 
85 
85 
86 
86 
90 
90 
85 
81 
81 
82 
84 
85 
81 
83 
77 
80 
88 
86 
00 
85 
88 
86 
2 
4 
6 
6 
7 
8 
8 
7 
4 
3 
4 
2 
9 
3 
7 
0 
1 
3 
4 
1 
0 
2 
1 
6 
D 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
8 5 . 5 2  
7 8 . 5 4  
81 
8 
85 
83.5 
84 
86 
83.5 
80.5 
84.5 
81.5 
83 
8 4 . 5 2  
86 
88.5 
87.5 
88.5 
88.5 
91 
9 1 . 5 D  
88.5 
86 
85.5 
80.5 
88 
89.5 
85 
86 
83.5 
88 
93 
01.5 
92.5 
90.5 
91 
90.5 
.8 .  
4 
7 
7 
5 
4 
0 
L 
... 
... 
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
.. 
0 . . . 2 . . . 5 3  
D . . .  
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
D 
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
R 
.i. 
4 
10 
lo  
5 
8 
5 
5 
: . . .  
. . .  
B 
.h  
6 
8 
12 
7 
4 
6 
1 5  
5 
2 
3 
3 
3 
0 
3 
0 
I 
2 .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.B. 
' 4 '  
6 
6 
.C 
3 
7 
10 
10 
7 
6 
5 
2 
5 
3 
6 
2 
0 
1 
D 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: . . . , . . , . . . . . , . . . . . . .
: : : 
'B'
. . . .  
. . . .  
: : : 
B 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
0 
1 
D 
51 
65 
55 
56 
(60 
70 
66 
GO 
58 
5G 
53 
62 
60 
63 
62 
62 
62 
60 
65 
51 
49 
5 0  
53 
61 
58 
62 
54 
75 
75 
75 
70 
67 
66 
64 
74 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
... 
45 
45 
41 
46 
46 
47 
48 
48 
58 
40 
40 
47 
40 
41 
41 
43 
52 
46 
42 
43 
39 
41 
45 
58 
52 
53 
51 
61 
63 
62 
53 
49 
46 
40 
49 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
73 
72 
53 
54 
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1916 
July 1 4 . .  . 
1 5 . .  . 
1 6 . .  . 
umidity 
B, horn. D, died. 
Table 1. Generation Series-Continued 
E3, born; D, died. 
erature 
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Table 1. Generation Series-Continued 
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Table 1. Generation Series-Continued 
L 8. borq: R.'died. 
eneration S 
B. born; D. died . 
Temperature 
Date 
d d * o b d d b b d b G  Humidity 
'2 2 $52 Max . ( Min . / Mean M a x . l M i n . l M e a n z : a ~ ~ , ~ ~ i ~ i ~ ~ l i ~ . ~ . ~ .  1 1 i i i 1 1 . 1 1 1 1- 
1917 
Fe11.27 . . .  
28 . . .  
Mnr . 1 . . .  
2 . . .  
3 . . .  
. . .  4 
. . .  5 
6 . . .  
7 . . .  
8 . . .  
9 . . .  
10 . . .  
11 . . .  
. . .  12 
13 . . .  
14 . 
15 . . .  
16 . . .  
. . .  17 
18 . . .  
19 . . .  
20 . . .  
21 . . .  
22 . . .  
23 . . .  
24 . . .  
25 . . .  
26 . . .  
27 . . .  
28 . . .  
29 . . .  
30 . . .  
31 ... 
April 1 . . . .  
2 ... 
3 . . .  
4 ... 
. 5 . . .  
101 
90 
93 
68 
67 
65 
91 
91 
91 
91 
90 
76 
92 
82 
82 
88 
92 
94 
73 
94 
85 
71 
81 
96 
91 
79 
94 
92 
92 
90 
88 
91 
92 
87 
90 
95 
86 
72 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 
0 
2 
D 
... 
... 
. . .  
. . .  
... 
. . .  
. . .  
. . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
1 
65 
63 
54 
55 
51 
47 
45 
54 
62 
52 
56 
61 
66 
67 
69 
52 
56 
63 
46 
45 
54 
59 
68 
69 
70 
49 
52 
62 
52 
47 
53 
66 
70 
64 
53 
47 . 
60 
49 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . B . . . . . . .  
. .  $. 
: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
83 
76 
78.5 
6 1 . 5 0  
59 
56 
68 
72.5 
76.5 
71.5 
73 
68.5 
79 
74.5 
75.5 
70 
74 
78.5 
59.5 
69.5 
69.5 
65 
74.5 
82.5 
80.5 
64 
73 
77 
72 
68.5 
70.5 
78.5 
81 
75.5 
71.5 
71 
73 
60.5 
2 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
1 2  
2 
3 
1 
O 
0 
D 
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: : :  
- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: : :  
. . . . . .  
'B' 
l l . k  
1 0 6  
9 
7 
5 
5 lo 
4 
3 
5 
6 
3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
4 
1 4  
2 
P 
3 
2 
0 
0 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0 
D 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
: 1 :  
. 
1 0 5  
7 
7 
7 
8 
. 8. 
5 
6 
15 
10 
7 
10 
3 
2 
2 
2 
7 
3 
1 
1 
4 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
: : :  
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2 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
D 
: : 
B 
'6' 
8 
10 
7 
11 
11 
2 
1 2  
3 
2 
4 
4 
1 
1 
2 
4 
3 
2 0 2 4 6  
28 
33 
27 
53 
57 
46 
25 
25 
42 
11 
25 
49 
34 
44 
45 
15 
13 
30 
30 
14 
- 6  
59 
45 
28 
31 
21 
6 
9 
14 
7 
10 
29 
28 
36 
1 
15 
16 
28 
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3 
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3 
3 
3 
2 
6 
2 
5 
2 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
4 
53 
45.5 
50.5 
59 
61 
54.5 
39.5 
44 
57 
50 
46 
64 
55.E 
61 
60 
40.5 
46.5 
52.5 
46 
38.5 
34.5 
65 
59.5 
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. 
. .  
78 
58 
74 
65 
65 
63 
54 
63 
7 2 '  
59 
67 
79 
77 
78 
75 
66 
80 
75 
62 
63 
63 
71 
74 
79 
73 
63 
67 
78 
52 
57 
71 
78 
73 
74 
65 
68 
79 
66 
Table 1. Generatioa Senes-Continued 
B, born; D,  died. 
A 
Hu 1 1 . 1  ~ a x ~ i n ~ e a n  . - .  , Temperature c j u c j c j ~ c j c j c j c j r l  Date 1917 M a x . ~ i ~ . ~ e a n I g i i ~ i l ! l ! l B I B ( i ~ (  ' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
., 
1 1 1 - 1  1 ,  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3 
13 
10 
1C 
. . .  
42.5 
50 
42 
52 
52.5 
55.5 
60.5 
52.5 
56.5 
53 
53.5 
62 
65.5 
61.5 
66.5 
48.5 
43.5 
42 
45 
55 
56.5 
51.5 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
: :: 
B 
1 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 
0 
7 
6 
5 
4 
8 
5 
4 
3 
3 
3 
D 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
D 
April 6 ; . .  
. 7. .  
8 . . .  
. 9. .  
10.. . 
11 . . .  
12.. . 
. . .  13 
14. .  . 
. . .  15 
16 . . .  
. . .  17 
. . .  18 
19. .  . 
. 20.. 
. . .  21 
22.. . 
23.. . 
24 . . .  
25.. . 
26 . . .  
27 . . .  
B 
. . .  
10 
10 
9 
6 
11: 
11 
11 
4 
4 
3 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
68 
78 
68 
72 
80 
73 
84 
73 
76 
78 
77 
79 
79 
78 
79 
71 
73 
72 
75 
80 
78 
74 
78 
75 
74 
67 
70 
74 
77 
78 
73 
77 
79 
81 
80 
83 
79 
70 
82 
83 
86 
83 
84 
83 
17 
22 
16 
32 
23 
38 
47 
32 
37 
28 
30 
45 
52 
45 
54 
26 
14 
12 
15 
30 
35 
29 
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Figure 3. Succession of Generations in Cotton or Melon Louse 
On March 25, 1916, a study was started on the number of successive 
:eneratiom of this species, and this work was continued for exactly one 
ear without a break. For this work cotton was used for the host; and 
t is well that this selection was made, for the species will not persist 
well on any other host for an entire year. The cotton plant will T ' ' 
stand more unfavorable conditions ihan any of the other hosts, and 
infestation was maintained with ease on cotton in the insectary 
months when the host was not present in the fields, that is, from No. 
ber to April. , 
No sex forms ever appeared on the plants in the cages. In only 
generation, the third, did an alate female develop in the cage. . 
The generation series given in Table I is of the first born ind 
als, and conseq~ent~ly it gives only the maximum number of gex 
ons that may occur in the period of twelve months. There will 
rally be a variation in  the number of generations, even in the s 
Icality, from year to year, as climatic conditions vary. These ex] 
Lents were conducted out of doors during the period that was free i 
illing frosts,-March 15 to Norember I. During the remainder of 
?ar the cages were maintained ,in the insectary. The condition 
bmpel-ature and humidity were recorded by the hy<gro-thermograph. 
le period of exactly one year, fifty-seven generations were born. 
lis sanie period, fifty-one generations completed their life cycle. 
Table 2. Line of Generation 
- - 
Kith- 
1 the 
for 
vem- 
one 
ivid- 
lera- 
nat- 
;ame 
nor1 - 
Date of 
Birth 
1:. 2 5 . .  . . . 
~ p r l l  3. .  . . . 
April 15.. . . . 
April 25.. . . . 
May 5. .  . . . 
May 12.. .. . 
May 27.. . . . 
May 21.. . . . 
June 4. . . . . 
June 8 . .  . . . 
June 13. . . . . 
June 18.. . . . 
June 22. . . . . 
June 29.. . . . 
July 6 ..... 
July 11.. . . . 
July 16.. . . . 
July 20.. . . . 
July 25.. . . . 
J u ly29  ..... 
Aug. 3.. . . . 
Aug. 8. .... 
Aug. 15.. . . . 
Aug. 18.. . .. 
Aug. 30.. . . . 
Sept. 5.. . . . 
Sept. 9.. . . . 
Sept. 13.. . . . 
Sept. 18.. . . . 
Sept. 24.. . . . 
Oct. 4.. . . . 
Oct. 10.. . . . 
Oct. 15.. . . . 
Oct. 21.. . . . 
O m  
SQ 
$3 
20 
18 
7 
18 
14 
11 
29 
30 
17 
19 
6 
16 
9 
16 
11 
11 
26 
7 
19 
17 
24 
20 
25 
19 
20 
28 
41 
38 
37 
30 
20 
28 
18 
11 
Date of 
Last 
Young 
April 23.. . 
May 3. .  . 
May 2.. . 
May 23.. . 
May 26.. . 
June 1. .  . 
July 3 . .  . 
June 26.. . 
June 25. . . 
July 2.. . 
June 23. . . 
July 8. .  . 
July 8. . . 
July 22.. . 
July 22... 
July 27.. . 
Aug. 15.. . 
Aug. 1.. . 
Aug. 17.. . 
Aug.20 ... 
Sept. 1. . . 
Sept. 4.. . 
Sept. 12.. . 
Sept. 18. .. 
Sept. 25.. . 
Oct. 6.. . 
Oct. 23.. . 
Oct. 26.. . 
NOV. 1. .  . 
NOV. 3. .  . 
Oct. 30. . . 
Nov. 12.. . 
Nov. 8 . .  . 
Nov. lo. .  . 
~ a t d  of 
First 
Born 
Aprjl 3. . . 
Aprll 15. . . 
April 25f.. 
May 5.. . 
May 12.. . 
May 21.. . 
June 4. .  . 
May 27.. . 
June 8. . . 
June 13.. . 
June 17*. . 
June 22.. . 
June 29. . . 
July 6.. . 
July 11. .. 
July 16.. . 
July 20.. . 
July 25.. . 
July 29.. . 
Aug. 3...  
Aug. 8.. . 
Aug. 15.. . 
Aug. 18.. . 
Aug. 30.. . 
Sept. 5.. . 
Sept. 9.. . 
Sept. 13.. . 
Sept. 18.. . 
Sept. 24.. . 
Oct. 4.. . 
Oct. 10. . . 
Oct. 15.. . 
Oct. 21.. . 
Oct. 30.. . 
M) 
. " g i g  
7 r
---- 
75 
62 
17 
51 
46 
40 
146 . 
117 
75 
101 
30 
76 
24 
49 
51 
59 
138 
45 
71 
75 
85 
. 72 
62 
80 
94 
132 
129 
96 
89 
99 
80 
72 
Age, 
Days 
9 
12 
10 
10 
7 
10 
8 
6 
4 
5 
4 
4 
7 
7 
5 
5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
5 
7 
3 
12 
6 
4 
4 
5 
6 
10 
6 
5 
6 
9 
Date of 
Death 
April 24.. . 
May 4. . . 
May 3. . . 
May 24.. . 
May 27.. . 
June 2. .  . 
July 4.. . 
June 27.. . 
June 25. . . 
July 3. .  . 
June 24. . . 
July 9 . .  . 
July 9. . . 
July 23.. . 
July 23. .. 
July 28.. . 
Aug. 16.. . 
Aug. 3.. . 
Aug. 18.. . 
Aug.21 ... 
Sept. 2. . . 
Sept. 5.. . 
Sept. 13.. . 
Sept. 19.. . 
Sept. 26.. . 
Oct. 7.. . 
Oct. 24.. . 
Nov. 6. .  . 
Nov. 7.. . 
Nov. 12.. . 
Nov. 11. . . 
Nov. 25.. . 
Nov. 29.. . 
Nov. 30.. . 
$ 
$2 
;Q 
3.74- 
3.44- 
2.4+ 
2 .8+ 
3 .2+ 
3.6+ 
5.0 
3.9 + 
4.4 + 
5.3 + 
5.0 
4.7 + 
2.7 + 
3.0 
4.64- 
5 .3+ 
5.3 + 
6.4+ 
3.64- 
4.44- 
3.5 + 
3 .6+  
3.4 + 
2.3+ 
3.1 + 
2.2+ 
2.2+ 
3.44- 
3.4+ 
3.2 + 
4.4+ 
3 .5+ 
3.3+ 
6.5+ 
'3; 
GU 
-- 
30 
31 
18 
29 
22 
21 
38 
37 
21 
25 
l l *  
21 
24 
26 
17 
17 
31 
13 
24 
23 
30 
28 
29 
31 
27 
32 
45 
54 
50 
49 
38 
46 
45 
40 
2 
.se 
2 %  
12 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 
9 
8 
8 
12 
7 
10 
5 
10 
8 
9 
11 
10 
12 
10 
11 
10 
6 
4 
4 
5 
5 
9 
9 
6 
10 
10 
10 
10 
able 2.-Line of Generationecontinued . 
Table 3.-Age at  which Females begin Reproducing . 
1916' 
Mar . 25 ..................... I April 3 ................ I 
Date of Birth Date of First Born 
Period. 
Days 
April 3 .................... 
April 15 .................... 
April25 .................... 
May . 5 .................... 
May 12 .................... 
May 21 .................... 
May 27 .................... 
June 4 .................... 
June 8 .................... 
June 13 .................... 
June 18 .................... 
June 22 ..................... 
June 29 .................... 
July 6 .................... 
July 11 .................... 
July 16 .................... 
.................... July 20 
July 25 .................... 
July 29 .................... 
Aug . 3 .................... 
Aug . 8 .................... 
Aug . 15 .................... 
Aug . 18 ..................... 
Aug . 30 .................... 
Sept . 5 .................... 
Sept . 9 .................... 
.................... Sept.13 
Sept.18 .................... 
Sept.24 .................... 
Oct . 4 .................... 
Oct . 10 .................... 
Oct . 15 .................... 
Oct . 21 .................... 
Oct . 30 .................... 
Nov . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Mean 
Temp . 
April 15 ................ 
April 25 ................ 
................ May 5 
................ May 12 
May 21 ................ 
May 27 ... 4 ............ 
June 4 ................ 
June 8 ................ 
June 13 ................ 
June 17 ................ 
June 22 ................ 
June 29 ................ 
July 6 ................ 
................ July 11 
July 16 ................ 
July 20 ................ 
................ July 25 
July 29 ................ 
Aug . 3 ................ 
Aug . 8 ................ 
Aug . 15 ................ 
Aug . 18 ................ 
Aug . 30 ................ 
Sept . 5 ................ 
Sept . 9 ................ 
Sept.13 ................ 
................ Sept.18 
Sept.24 ................ 
Oct . 4 ................ 
Oct . 10 ................ 
Oct . 15 ................ 
Oct .. 21 ................ 
Oct . 30 ................ 
Nov . 4 ................ 
Nov . 11 ................ 
Mean 
Hum . 
1916 
Nov. 11. 
Nov. 20. 
Tab _ _ . , at  which Females begin Reproducing-Continued. 
NOV. 28. 
Dec. 4. 
Dec. 13. 
Dec. 21. 
-1ec. 26. 
Date of Birth 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Nov.20 
Nov.28. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dec. 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Dec. 13. ............... 
.............. Dec. 21.. 
Dec. 26.. .............. 
Jan. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Period, Mean MI 
Date of First Born 1 a s  Temp. 1 i l l  
1917 
an. 1.. ............. .;... Jan. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.............. ............... an. 7 . . . . .  Jan. 17 :. 
................ an. 17 .................... Jan. 24 
................ .................... ,an. 24 Jan. 28 
Jan. 28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Feb. 4 ................ 
Feb. 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Feb. 9 ................ 
................ Feb. 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Feb. 16 
Feb. 16 .................... Feb. 20 ................ 
Feb. 20.. .................. Feb. 26 ................ 
Feb. 26 .................... Mar. 3 ................ 
................ Mar. 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mar. 9 
Mar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mar. 16 ................ 
Mar. 16 .................... Mar.24 ................ 
Mar.24 .................... Mar.30 ................ 
.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mar. 30.. Aprjl 8 . .  
................ April  8 .................... Apr1116 
April 16. ................... April22.. .............. 
April 22. ................... April 26. ............... 
ean 
Im. 
4ge ad Which i"em,ales fieproduce. 
I n  Table 3 are-given the records showing the age of each female ob- 
crved when the first young  as profiuced. This period varies with tem- 
mature and humidity conditions. I n  the table are given the mean 
emperature and the mean humidity for the period. A single high 
, single low temperature may effect the duration of this period. 1 
hortest period of three days occurred August 15 to 18, 1916, wit1 
nean temperature of 54.1 degree P. and a mean humidity of 71.3 
cent. The period of four days occurred in ten generations with a I 
temperature of 82.9 degrees F., and a mean humidity of 56.9 per 
The longest period of 12 days occurred from April 3 to 15, 1916, w 
mean -temperature of 7'7.4 degrees F. and a mean hun3.iclity of 54.; 
lent, and again f r ~ m  At~gust 18 to 30, 191 6, with a mean temperature 
)f 81.2 degrees F. and a mean humidity of 68.3 per cent. 
Mean 
cent. 
it11 a 
I, ner 
or 
Che 
1 a 
Per 
Reproduc t i l~e  Period. 
Climatic conditions exert as great an influence upon the length o 
~eproduct i~e p riod as they do upon the other details of the aphic 
iistory. The records made on this phase of the life history are s:.,.., 
n Table 4. The ~hortest period shown, 9 days, with a mean temperature 
)f 85.9 degrees F. and n mean humidity of 59.6 per cent, is somewhat 
ihnornial as the female reproduced only twenty young. The next short- 
est period, 11 days; occurrecl four times when the full period was ob- 
ser~ed.  The mean tcmpgrature during these periocls was 84.0 degrees 
I?., and the mean humidity was 60.3 per cent. The average total young 
of these generations was 58.2, which is slightly helow the average num- 
Ier of young produced. The longest reproductive period, 41 days, 
:urred from September 13 to October 23, 1916, with a mean ten11 
ature of 73.6 clegrecs F., ancl a mean humiclity of 65.1 per cent . T1i 
tcital poung produced by this generation was 94 . The average reprc 
cluetion periocl of all feniales observed in this work was 21.4 d a ~ s  . 
Table 4.-Reproductive Period and Young Produced . 
Repro- 
>ate of ( Date of duct~ve 
Lrst Born Last Young Period. 
Days 
April 3 . . . . . . . .  
April 15 . . . . . . . .  
April 25 . . . . . . . .  
May 5 ........ 
May 12 . . . . . . . .  
Mav 21 . . . . . . . .  
April 23 . . . . . . . .  
May 3 . . . . . . . .  
May 2 ........ 
nn-.. qq 
~ v ~ a y  dr) ........ 
May 26 ........ 
June 1 ........ 
June 4 ........ July1 3 ........ 29 
. . . . . . . .  ........ May 27 June 26 30 
. . . . . . . .  ' June 8 . . . . . . . .  June 25 17 
June 13 . . . . . . . .  July 2 ........ 19 
June 17 . . . . . . . .  June 23 . . . . . . . .  6* 
June 22 . . . . . . . .  July 8 . . . . . . . .  16 
June 29 . . . . . . . .  Julv 8 . . . . . . . .  9 
July 6 . . . . . . . .  Jul? 22 . . . . . . .  16 
July 11 . . . . . . . .  July 22 . . . . . .  1 . 11 
Julv 16 . . . . . . .  July 127 . . . . . . . .  11 
. Jul? 20: . . . . . . .  Aua 15 . . . . . . . .  26 
. July 25 . . . . . . . .  Aug 1 ........ 7 
. ........ ........ July 29 1 Aug 17 1 19 
. . ........ Aug 3 . . . . . . . .  Rug 20 17 
. . Aug 8 . . . . . . . .  Sept 1 ........ 24 
. Aug . 15 . . . . . . . .  Sept 4 . . . . . . . .  20 
. . Aug 18 . . . . . . . .  Sept 12 . . . . . . . .  25 
. . Aug 30 . . . . . . . .  S e ~ t  18 . . . . . . . .  19 
. . Sept 5 . . . . . . . .  Sept 25 . . . . . . . .  20 
. . Sept 9 . . . . . . . .  Oct 6 . . . . . . . .  28 
. Sept . 13 . . . . . . . .  Oct 23 . . . . . . . .  41 
. Sept . 18 . . . . . . . .  Oct 26 . . . . . . . .  38 
. . Sept 24 . . . . . . . .  Nov 1 . . . . . . . .  37 
. Oct . 4 . . . . . . . .  Nov 3 ........ 30 
. . Oct 10 ......... Oct 30 ........ 20 
. . . . . . . . . .  Oct 15 . . . . . . . .  Nov 12 28 . . . . . .  
. . Oct 21 . . . . . . . .  Nov 8 ........ 18 
. . ........ ........ Oct 30 hrov 10 11 
. . . . . . . . . .  -Nov 4 Nov 7 ........ 3* 
. Nov . 11 ........ Dec 5 . . . . . . . .  24 
. . Nov 20 ......... Dec 6 ........ 16 
. Nov . 28 ........ Dec 15 ........ 17 
. . Dec 4 ........ Dec 27 ........ 23 
. Dec . 13 ........ Jan 11 . . . . . . . .  29 
. . . . . . . .  . ........ Dec.21 Jan 8 18 
. Dec . 26 . . . . . . . .  Jan 6 . . . . . . . .  l l *  
1917 
Jan . 1 . . . . . . . .  
Jan . 7 ........ 
Jan . 17 . . . . . . . .  
Jan . 24 . . . . . . . .  
Jan . 28 . . . . . . . .  
Feb . 4 ........ 
Feb . 9 ........ 
Feb . !6 ........ 
Feh . 20 ........ 
Feb . 26 ........ 
Mar . 3 . . . . . . . .  
Mar . 9 . . . . . . . .  
Mar . 16 . . . . . . . .  
Mar . 24 . . . . . . . .  
Mar . 30 . . . . . . . .  
Aprll 8 . . . . . . . .  
Aprll 16 . . . . . . . .  
April 22 . . . . . . . .  
April 26 . . . . . . . .  
Jan . 20 . 
Jan . 29 . 
Feb . 8 . 
Feh . 15 . 
Feb . 10 . 
Feb . 15 . 
Mar . 1 . 
Mar . 8 . 
Mar . 14 . 
Mar . 25 . 
April 6 . 
Mar . 29 . 
April 16 . 
April 20 . 
April 8 . 
April 23 . 
April 26 . 
April 25 . 
April 27 . 
Mean 
Temp . 
Mean I 
Hum . 
I 
Gener- 
ation 
Total 
Young 
.. 
75 
62 
17 
51 
46 
40 
146 
117 
75 
101 
30 
76 
24 
49 
5 1 
59 
138 
45 
7 1 
75 
85 
72 
84 
54 
62 
80 
94 
132 
129 
96 
89 
99 
80 
72 
44 
16 
98 
76 
so 
126 
68 
69 
103 
105 
99 
97 
53 
52 
75 
97 
88 
53 
1'1 4 
86 
114 
154 
63 
90 
8 6 
3 6 
4 
Averag 
Per 
t-Ala'e 'emale . *-Incomplete record 
Younlg Produced. 
with th 
!male nra 
" .,-,*7.:AA 
The number of young produced varies greatly 
Phe greatest number of young produced by one fe  s 154, P.. ,A , 
geriod of 29 days. The mean temperature of thib rGllvLt was 68.7 de- 
grees F., and the mean humidity was 43.8 per cent. The least number 
of young produced by a single female was 24, during a period of 9 days. 
, 
The mean temperature of this period mas 85.9 degrees F., and the mean 
'lumidity was 59.6 per cent. It cannot be said that the total number 
,f young produced is less with lower temperatures, .for examples taken 
Irom the table show that there is no correlation. For instance, the 
:eventeenth generation produced with a mean temperature of '28.9 de- 
Fees 138 young, while the succeeding generation produced, with a I 
emperature of 84.5 degrees F., only 45 young. Again, in  the tw 
:eventh and twenty-eighth generations the number of young proi 
vas high, with a mean temperature of 70.3 and 73.6 degrees F., re 
,ively. In the. fifteenth and sixteenth generations the number of young 
~roduced was'very low, but the mean temperature was 90.7 and 89.4 de- 
Trees F., respectively. Furthermore, the high ieniperatures do not reduce 
he number of young produced. The average number of young pro- 
luced by a female, of the individuals observed i n  this work, was 84.4. 
Avernge Xz~ru~ber of Young Dai11y. 
mean 
enty- 
luced 
spec- 
As shown in Table 4, the average number of young pro,duced ii 
~pparently controlled by any of the factors recorded. There is no 
-elation of this number with the total ;young produced or the 16 
)f the reprod~~ctive period. For instance, i n  the sixteenth and S ~ Y C U -  
.eenth generations the average young produced daily is the same; 
vhereas the total young produced approach both extremes. Again the 
east average did not occur with the shortest period of reproduction or 
he smallest total young produced. 
The average number of younn produced daily, according to months, 
how smaller numbers in August, September, and in  May. Here again 
here is an absence of any positive correlation of this number with the 
~ther  factors recorded. These results are shown in Tab1 
Table 5.-Average Young Produced Daily. 
Mean 
' Month I young I ~emperature 
s not 
cor- 
ag th  
nwnn 
Mean 
Humldity 
1916 
4pril ......................................... 
May..  .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
June.. .... ......................... 
July. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
August.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
September. ......................... 
.. October. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
November .................................... 
lecember .................................... 
[n Table 2 is shown the length of each generation observed! I 
-.-gest perioc! consumed by a single generation mas 56 days, from I 
cember 4, 1196, to January 29, 1917. The shortest period was 13 da 
from .July 20, 1916, to August 3, 1916. The number of young produc 
by this generatio11 was the least of any of the apterous females. T 
average longevity of adult life of ail the generations observed was 3: 
days. 
Rate' of In crease. 
4 reference to the average number of young produced, the average 
reprodnctive period, and the average longevity, will enable /one to gain 
an idea of how readily this species may increase. The average period 
of maturity was 6.5 clays, and an average number of 84.4 young mere 
produced over an average period of %1.4 days. 
This species is susceptible to the effects of temperature during all 
stages of its life llistoqr. The effects of the low temperatures could 
not be determined for this species, as i t  has been done for other series, 
for during the coldest portions of the year the generation-series work 
was conducted in the insectary. During the spring and the fall rnontl 
when daily temperatures fluctuate, there was a corresponding change 
the daily young produced. Also, low temperatures during a twent 
four hour period had more effect on the daily young produced than d 
the high temperature of the same period. 
I n  the cages of the generation-series experiments, temperature did n 
affect the clevelopment of slate females. As only one alate female d 
veloped in the series, it is iinpossihle to discuss the factors influenci~ 
the development of such forms. 
During the warmest period of the year the development of all stag 
is retarded. It is very evident that the maximum temperature cond 
tions are not the optimum conditions for the life activities. The perioa 
of extereme high temperature usually extends throughout the months of 
.4uPsi: and September. Reference to Table t will show that. during 
this period the reproduction was less than during the preceding or sue- 
ceeding months. 
TIVIPAROUS DEVET,OPSIENT. 
The normal form of reproduction in the cotton or melon louse i 
Texas is a s~sua l  throughout the entire year. At  no time in  cage studit 
or field observati~ns, has a sex form of this insect been observed. Fie1 
observations were made on this plant louse within the extreme bound: 
ries of the State. It is interesting that the sex fornls of this specit 
have never been found at  any latitude in the United States. 
Detailed reco'rds mere made on this insect a t  College Station durin 
a period of two yearp. The experimental garden contained all the con- 
mon host plants of this louse, and during the second season the commo 
!lost plants were planted at ~uccessire dates. These studies mere sup- 
plemented with field cages. During the later spring of 1916 the host 
plants mere grown in the insectary, and these were left to natural in- 
festation bv released plant lice from the cages. Again, in the fpll ---' 
early IT 1 t h e ~ e  host plants were available in the insecta 
ion. 
1916. 
natural 
Insecta~?/: As early as January 11 lice were noticed on seedling cot- 
to!l which had but the second pair of leaves. This infestation mas just 
starting; so most of the lice present were winged females. At this time. 
some old watermelon vines mere very h e a d y  infested. This was un- 
usual as there had been no heat i n  the insectary up  to within a short 
time previous to this date. The winged females were present in great 
numbers on the watermelon. At this date seedling cucunibers were in- 
fested; the lice being on tile growing tip and second leaves. This in- 
festation was well established at  that time. The iafestation had just 
started on squash seedlings. A fern days later an artificial transfer of 
lice' from the 1iea1-y infestation on watermelon to cotton was attempted. 
For this purpose both the winged m d  the wingless forms were use 
tne lice refused to colonize in both cases. 
During the remainder of J a n u a q  and throughout February tl 
festation increased on cotton. The old water~nelon vines were ILIIIUU 
and on J4arch 9 seedling plants were again available. However, these 
were not infested with lice. 34uskmelon seedlings were also available 
at  this time, but they \Irere not infested. Cucumber plants which were 
growing adjacent to the melons were heavily infested. At this tf-- - -  
row of young okra plants was heavily infested. 
Two weeks later the lice mere very abundant on all cotton i- 
insectary. This infestation was made up of a large proportion of IT 
;ndiuidunls. At this time an infestation mas well established on water- 
nelon aeeclLings but the muskmelon seedlings adjoining were not in- 
fested. The okra infestation coritinued very heavy. A large squash 
3l.ant somc distance from cotton was very heavily infested, and the plant 
lied in a few d a ~  
At the end of week the infestation on cotton had decreased 
:lightly. On wti the infestation had increased, and the plants 
vere about killed. 'l'he infestation mas still very heavy on okra, but 
hese plants seemed to be able to withstand the attack of a large num- 
,er of lice. At this time lice were first observed in  small numbers on 
-owpeas. On one eggplant three wingless lice were observed, but no 
1-oung were found on this host a t  any time. In four days there mere 
lice on this host. One wingless and tmo winged lice mere found on 
a sweet pepper plant. Two young ones were found on the following 
day, and these matured and reproduced. A week later the infestation 
i H S  well established. Homevcr, most of the lice developed into the 
tinged form and left the plant. T~ice were observed on gourd, but the 
oung present a t  this time did not mature and reproduce. 
The observations in  the insectary were closed on April 1. At this 
Eme the infestation on all hosts vas decreasing, which fact was 1 
bly due to the poor growing condition of most of the plants. It 
lr~lost two months later when observations were begun in  the j 
7s. 
the next 
termelon 
1 -7 
u the 
inged 
>rob- 
mas. 
field. 
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~g this interval the lice were not observed on any weeds in the 
ty of the field or .insectary. 
-. l d :  On May 2-1 lice were first observed on cotton that was from 
six to ten inches high. The infestation was well scattered and con- 
sisted of wingless lice. At this season the winged lice develop in a 
larger proportion than later; so that many plants are infested at  about 
the same time. No lice were obser~ed on watermelons which were 
qrowing adjacent to the cotton. The musknielons were also not in- 
fested at  this date. On the cucumbers the infestation was just start- 
ing. No infestation was Pound on okra, cowpea, squash, and pumpkin 
at this date, although these host plants were growing very close to the 
infested plants. 
On the following day the infestation on cotton had increased mate- 
' rGil1-y. Still there was no infestation on watermelon and muskmelon. 
On cucumber the lice were not increasing. On one plant of okra there 
were a few immature lice. 
The infestation continued to spread on cotton in the experinlental 
garden. I n  the field the lice were just appearing on cotton on May 26 
at which time the winged are abundant. The first lice were observed 
on watermelon or, this date. This plant was only twelve feet from 'the 
first infested cotton. The infestation on cucumber did not increase at 
this time. I 
Five days later the infestation on c o t t ~ n  had increased so that the 
small leaves near the top of the plants were almost covered. The winged 
lice observed on watermelon previo.usly clid not start an infestation on 
this host. The infestation on cucumber was slight and well scattered. 
On okra the lice were well scattered and were not increasing rapidly. 
Lice were found on squash for the first time, on May 31, although this 
host had been growing in the adjoining row to cotton. Lice were 
present also on pumpkin for the first time. 
Although infestation continued to increase on cotton, it remained 
well scattered on the plants over the field. A large proportion of winged 
lice existed through the infestation. On June 2 there were no lice on 
vatemelon, muskmelon, or cucumber. At  this time the okra was be- 
coming heavily infested. On squash and pumpkin the lice increased, 
but' were well scattered ovcr the plants. 
From June 5 the lice decreased on all the cotton in  the cages, garden, 
and field. The same was true on watermelon, muskmelon, and cucuni- 
ber. During this time the lice increased on okra, squash, and pumpkin. 
Ey the middle of June there were but few lice on cotton, and they were 
well scattered over the field. At. this time the infestation on okra wa? 
decreasing, as was the ease, on squash and pumpkins. Throughout the 
latter part of June the light scattered infestation persisted on cotton. 
During this period a few scattered lice were found on watermelon, musk- 
melon, and cucumber. The light scattered infestation persisted on 
squash and pumpkin. 
During the first half of July the infestation increased slightly on 
cotton with a very large proportion of winged lice, which was pmbably 
to carry much of the infestation to another host plant. During this 
period a few lice persisted on watermelon, but a large proporfion of 
tl-~em were the winged form. On muskmelons the infestation increased 
during this ,period to such an extent that a few plants were killed. Con- 
siderable damage was done to the cucumber plants by the increased in- 
festation during this period. The infestation on okra mas v e v  light 
but persisted throughout tlris period. T~ice were found on compeas for 
the first time during this period. This infestation was light and vell 
scattered. The infestation on squash acd pumpkin was very heavy, but 
mas well scattered and consistent. 
A light infestation of lice persisted on cotton throughout the last 
half of July. During this period the proportion of winged lice was 
very large. No lice were found on mratermelon during this period, but 
many muskmelon vines were killed by the severe infestation. The in- 
festation was heavy on cucumbers during this period. On squash and 
pumpkin the infestation gradually decreased. 
During the first part of August the infestation on cotton increased 
slightly. The same mas true on watermelon, mushmelon, and cucumber 
during this period and the plants died about the middle of August. 
Also the squash and pumpkin plants died, though not from the attack 
of the lice. 
Observations during the first half of September showed a few lice on 
cctton in  the field, and in  the garden young cotton was more heavily 
infested than old cotton. At this time there were not many winged 
lice. The light scattered infestation persisted during the latter part 
of the month. During the month of October the infestation increased 
considerably, but i t  decreased during the first half of November. On 
Xovember 13 a temperature of 28 degrees P. was recorded. Lice were 
found on the cotton on November 3.5, b1.t from that date the lice dis- 
appeared rapidly from the field. At this time most of the lice developed 
into winged adults. Where cotton ground had been fall-plowed, the 
lice were found frequently on the exposed tips of the plants, and they 
persisted on thesc tips throughout November. On December 8 an ex- 
amination was made in  the field where the cotton stalks were allowed 
to remain standing. A few lice were found in  the lower axils of the 
plant, in which location the? were somewhat protected from the weathcr. 
There were some seedling plants in  this field, and such plants were often 
infested\ with lice. 
Tnsec tn~y:  I n  the early fall plantines were made i n  the insectary of 
the host plants of this louse. On November 7 lice were found on the 
young cotton plants that were just forming the second leaves. The 
watermelon plants were heavily infested with lice a t  this time, and a 
large proportion af winged lice developed. Young muskmelon plants 
were killed a t  this time 1j-y the severe infestation of lice. Cucuniber 
plants were infested as early as the middle of October. This infesta- 
tion increased very rapidly and all the plants were killed by November 7 .  
. Young plants coming up  a t  'this time were heavily infested. The okra 
was attacked heavily as soon as it came up. The infestation on squash 
and pumpkin started in  October and dicl not increase rapidly until 
November '7. Covpeas were planted next to squash, but- the infestation 
, 
on this host did not begin until the squash was heavily infested. d 
slight infestation occurred a t  this time on sweet peppers. 
During the latter part of November the infestation increased on 
cotton, and many winged lice developed. By this time the watermelon, 
Plate 111. Seasonal History Cage. (Texas Bulletin 227.) 
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I 
I muskmelon, and cucumber plants were killed by the severe infestation. 
Small okra plants were heavily infested st this time. Squash and 
pumpkin plants were killed and seedlings were very heavily attacked 
at this time. Cowpeas were generally infested at  this time. The lice 
mere well colonized on s~veet pepper a t  this time. 
I 
Field: On May 23, just one clay earlier than last year, lice were 
present on cotton in the field, A t  this time the plants were very small; 
m most cases the second pair of leaves were only developing. The in- 
festation was well scattered over the plants and consisted of winged lice 
and colonies of young. On nratermclon, muskmelon, ancl cucumber the 
infestation mas starting a t  this date. The large plants were infested, 
mhereas seedlings were not. On this date okra was found heavily in- 
fested, the lice of the second generation reproducing on seedling plants; 
this infestation was well started. The infestation on three sizes of 
squash and pumpkin plants was found to be light although general. 
A meek later the infestation on cotton was reduced, and a large pro- 
portion of the lice present were winged. The infestation was much 
heavier on the replant cotton. On watermelon, nluskmelon, and cucunl- 
ber the lice had-almost disappeared since the last date of observation, 
but the infestation on okra had increased. The infestation just per- 
sieted on squash and pumpkin during this period. 
During June the infestation on cotton decreased so that by Jiule 25 
nG lice were found on this host. During the month no lice mere found 
an materrnclon, muskmelon, and cucumber. The infestation during this 
month decreased on okra and most of the lice were wingless. No lice 
were found on cowpea during this entire season. The lice disappeared 
entirely on squash and pumpkin during June. At no time were lice 
observed on eggplant, although it was grown adjacent to the other host 
plants. 
1 Summary: The habits of this plant louse were quite similar during 
1 the two seasons of observation. The infestation started on cotton at  
practically the same drtte and increased for two to three weeks; then it 
decreased ancl persisted throughout the unlmcr. With the coming of 
cuol weather in the fall the .infestation increased for a period and de- 
creased before the occurrence of the first frost. The infestation on the 
c~~curbits started soon after that of cotton, and the plants died before 
the excessive heat of the summer. Okra mas heavily infested during 
the early summer and a light infestation persistecl throughout the sum- 
mer. During the fall this infestation \increased. On squash and purnp- 
I kin the lice increased slowly ancl persisted until the extreme heat of 
I eummer. There mas no fall infestation on these .hosts. The louse 
I ms found on cotton in  the field from %Tap 21 to December 8. On 
okra'the lice were present from May 24 to October 1. The infestation 
I on'cncurbits has been of short c1ur~tion~-the nlontlls of June and July. 
I 
I 
YTJCRATION TESTS. 
In order that more information might be securecl concerning the life 
bistory, alternate food plants, ancl hibernation of this plant louse, mi- 
pation tests were made. These were conducted in  the insectary with 
seedling plants in the usual type of cage. I n  all cases the winged lice 
were transferred; this fonn being the usual migrant. The transfer mas 
considered  successful if the winged lice procluced Toung which nlatured 
and reproduced on the new host. I n  many instances young were pro- 
dncecl by the winged lice, but for one reason or another such young 
failed to mature oc a host. I n  the past, the presence of a louse on a 
plant was considered sufficient evidence that this plant was a host. This 
has led to a very lengthy list of host plants for several species of lice, 
and such lists are misleading. Tn this work ma-np times the wingecl lice 
~vould remain on a plant a day or two before leaving it, without pro- 
ducing any young. With the ztbo~e mentioned strndard of a host plant 
many were inclndecl in a liet of hosts for this insect. The color varia- 
tion is mentioned in this work, but the Pull significance of this phe- 
aornenn is uot fully understood a t  thid time. For inany years this 
color variation has been notecl, ancl in the first part of the account men- 
tion was made of the definite existence of the lice color forms. In this 
work the dark form is olive green, and the light form is lemon yellow. 
Cotton. 
The transfer of lice from cotton was easily successful a t  any time of 
tlie year, either the dark o r  the light form. The life history proceeded 
without interruption whenever this transfer was made. 
During January, 1916, eight transfers of the dark form were made 
from watermelon in t h e  insectary. These transfers were all repeated 
and slight infestation resulted on cotton, although a very large propor- 
tion ofl winged lice developed. I n  ,January, 1917, three trials vere 
made of this transfer, and a light infestation resulted in one case. 
On May 18, 191 7, a transfer was macle of the light form but no young 
were produced. 
I n  January. 1916, two transfers were made hf the dark form, but no 
p u n g  were produced. I n  October, 191 6, four transfers were made, 
ancl no young lice were produced. I n  J m e ,  1917, a transfer was made 
of the light form, which clid not succeed. 
During ,January and BTarch, 1916, five transfers were made of the 
dark form from cucumber, and no young resulted from any transfer. 
I n  October a transfer mas again made of this form, and a colonization 
re~ulted. In March, 1917, four transfer9 were made of the dark form, 
but no young were produced. I n  April, 1917, two transfers of the 
light form were mnde, but these were not successful. ' . 4 
Transfers were made from okra with both forms, and colonization 
rcsulteci in every case, regardless of the time of the year. On cowpea 
only the light form was ever produced. Transfers were made from this 
host in March and April, 1916, and polonization resulted. Only one 
transfer was made from squa~h. This was. with the light. form and, 
although young were produced, they never developed. I n  December, 
1916, a transfer vas  made of the light form, from pumpkin, which 
resulted in a colonization. I n  March, 1917, two transfers were made 
af the dark form. I n  one case colonization resulted. Transfers mere 
made from begonia, of both forms, during the winter, and colonization 
resulted in every case. 
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Trans~ers were made with both forms from watermelons, and colon 
zation resulted in ere? case, even throughout the winter in  the insectar 
During May, 1916, four transfers of the light form were made fro] 
cotton, but no young mere produced. This transfer was repeated agai 
in March, 1917, with the same results. During February, 1916, sj 
transfers were made of the dark form from cotton, but no young we1 
produced. During Xarch, 1917, seven more transfers were made of tl: 
dark form from cotton, and again no young were produced. Migratio 
may take place at  any time from muskmelon and cucumber with eitht 
form. Only the dark form mas transferred from okra in  October, 191( 
and JIarch, 1917. Three tests were made, but no young were producec 
Only cne transfer was made of the light form from cowpea, but r 
young were produced. During April, 1917, two transfers of light fon 
from squash were made. Colonization resulted in both cases. Bot 
forms were transferred from pumpkin, but the light f o b  did nc 
colonize. 
Muuk~melon. 
During the fall of 1916 eight transfers were made of the light fon 
from cotton, but 'colonization did not take place i n  a single instanc 
.In the spring of 1917 four transfers were made of the dark form an 
three of the light form, but no young were produced. Colonization o, 
curred in all the transfers from watermelon a t  apy season. Both forrr 
were transferred from cucumber, an6 colonization took place. Only tl: 
dark form was transferred from okra, but no young were produced i 
the four transfers made. Only the light form was transferred fro1 
cowpea, and in one case a slight infestation did occur. From squae 
and pumpkin only the light form was transferred, but colonizatio 
took place. 
Cz~cum b ers. 
During May, 1916, five transfers were made of the light form rroi 
cotton, but there was no colonization i n  any case. During Octobt 
seven transfers mere made of the light form again, and no young we1 
produced. The dark forms from cotton were transferred eight timf 
during the month of Narch, 1917, and no infestation resulted. On1 
the dark form of watermelon and nluskmelon was transferfed, but co 
onization took p l a c ~  a t  all times. Transfers of either form from CI 
cumber would colonize a t  all times of the year in  the insectary. TI 
dark form was traasfemed from okra in  October, 1916, and colonizatio 
took place. On May 10: 1917, the light form of squash was transferrec 
and lice colbnizecl on cucnmber. From pumpkin the light form wr 
transferred, and a severe infestation resulted on cucumber. Durin, 
e, 1916, two transfers were made of the light form of cowpea, but 
oung were produced. 
Ohm. 
Both the light and dark forms were transferred from cotton, and 
colonization resulted in  any season. h October, 1916, the dark form 
of watermelon mas transferred, ancl the lice colonized; but when the 
light forrn was transferred in June, 1917, no young were produced. I n  
November two transfers of the dark forrn were made froni muskmelon, 
and no lice were produced; but an infestation did result from a transfer 
of this form in June, 1917. At the same time the light form did 
not. producc. young when transferred. From cucumber the light form 
was transferred i n  Novenlher, 1916, but no young were produced. I n  
December, 191 6: the dark form was transferred, and young lice were 
produced, but they' did not dm-elop. Hornever, the lice did colonize when 
the dark form was transferred in  March, 1917. The one transfer of 
light forrn from compea in June, 1916, resulted in  an infestation. From 
squash one transfer was made in May, 1917, of the light form which 
resulted in an infestation. The dark form of pumpkin was transferred 
in March, 1917: and young were produced. 
!ers were made a t  all seasons of both forms from cotton i 
C 0 %]ways resulted in a. heavy infestation. The dark form or waterr 
was transferred in  October, 1916, and a slight infestation occurred, but 
no young were produced when the transfer was made of the light form 
in June, 191'7. .' During October, 1916, four transfers were made of the 
lark form from muskmelon, but lio J-oung were produced. A few young 
lice were produced when a transfer of the dark form of cucumbe 
made, but no young were produced. A slight infestation resulted 
tlie light forni was transferred in June, 3917. Only the darlr f o ~  
3kra was transferred four times in October, 1916, and three tim-- -- 
March, 1917, but no young were produced. A light infestation resulted 
when the light form was transferred from squash in  May, 1917. In 
December, 1916, no young were produced when the light form was 
transferred from pumpkin,. but in Mag, 1917, a slight infestation re- 
wlted. I n  A11arch, 1917, the dark form was transferred, and an in- 
- 
r was 
when 
-nl of 
restation was produced. . 
~Sp~ash.  
During September, 1916, a transfer from cotton was made with the 
light fonn, which zesulted in a severe infestation. The same was tnze 
when the dark form was transferred in  March, 1917. .The dark form 
Erom watermelon a a s  transferred du6ng all seasons, and an infestation 
resulted each time. No young were produced when the light form was 
transferred fro,m muskmelon, but when the dark form was transferred 
an infestation resulted. Only the dark form was transferred from cu- 
:umber during October, 1916, and March, 191'1, but each produced an 
infestation. The dark form fronl okra did not establish on squash, but 
when the light form was used an infestation resulted. The light form 
Erom cowpea was transferred four times during November, 1916, but 
no young were produced. Both forms from punlpkin established wlien- 
:ver transferred. 
Pumpkin. 
Only the light form was transferred from cotton and in each 
tn infestation resn;.ted. .Both the dark and the light forms from TI 
nelon established when transferred. From muskmelon both the 
I case 
~ater-  
light 
the darl 
.... --1 A 
a i d  were transferred, and l n  all cases infestation wa 
procluveu. n, uul-rnal infestation was produced when the dark foqn wa 
tl.ansferrecl fron-. cucumber in March, 1916, and whc ght forr 
TVRS used in ,Jbne, 1917. Only the light form from c stablishe 
itself when transferred in November, 1916. All tran ni squas 
establicheci themselres a t  any time. 
!n the li 
:owpea el 
sfers fro 
The light form of cotton was transferred in September, 1916, fou 
times; anci young lice were prod~~ced, but they did not mature. I 
December, 1916, the dark f o m  was transferred from cotton. Agair 
young lice were produced, hut they did not mature. I n  March, 191'; 
ihc  dark form m7as transferred from watermelon, which transfer rc 
sulted in an infestation. The dark form was transferred from cucum 
ber in  March, 191'7, and established on gourd. From okra the dar 
form was transferred four times, and no lice were produced. An in 
feetation resulted when the dark form was transferred from pumpkir 
No artificial migration from any source was successful on eggplani 
sweet pepper. nasturtium, garden bean, or soy bean. 
serve as 
I,U. The 
From the above' notes on artificial migration tests it is ~ O D B L ~ L G  I. 
make some deductions which will be of service in the consideration o 
the possible life history of this insect. It appears very doubtful whethe 
the lice migrate to cotton from watermelon, from muskmelon, or from 
cucun~ber. Migration will take place from cowpea and okra a t  an, 
time. tion from squash and pumpkin may take place. Begoni 
may a mnter  host for this species to infest the fields in  t h  
sprjn?- ----re is no migration to watermelon, from cotton, from okra 
or from cowpea. Slipration anlong the cucurbite is free a t  all times 
From squash and pumpkin migration map occur. To muskmelon ther 
is no migrp-tion from cotton ancl okra, and it is doubtful from cowpea 
The migration from squash and pumpkin is not of corrlmon occurrence 
To cucumber there is no migration from cotton or cowpea, but soml 
from okra, from squash, and from pumpkin. To okra the lice wil 
migrate from all the hosts with the possible exception of cucumber. Tc 
cowpea the lice will migrate from cotton, watermelon, okra, squash, an( 
pumpkin. Only the light form From muskmelon and cucumber wil 
establish on cowpea. There is no migration from cowpea to squash, bu 
from all the other hosts the lice will establish thenlselres. To pumpki~ 
the lire will establS~h from all the hosts except okra. There is no mi 
gration to the gourd from cotton and okra, but the lice will establisl 
from watermelon, cucumber, and pumpkin. 
There is a free migration between cotton and okra a t  all times, bu. 
more restricted between cowpea and cotton. There is a free migratior 
between cotton and okra and the cucurbits. There is a possible mi 
gration between cotton ancl squa~h,  between cotton and pumpkin, anc 
bet,ween these plants and the c>ucurbits. 
J 
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HIBEHNATION. 
) 
t that Fr6m the field observations made a t  College Station it is eviden 
this plant louse feeds on cc;ttnn very late in  the winter. I n  Deccimber 
young apterous lice were found in the fields: which Pact would indicate 
that the insect can withstand rather low temperatures. However, the 
infestation is  decidedly reduced aIter killing frosts in the fall. I n  the 
southern part of the State, where cotton is growing in the fields through- 
out the winter, this insect will readily pass that portion. of the year in 
the field. During the winter the periods of life history are merely 
lengthened. 
, 
-4LTERN-A.TE ROST PLANTS. 
A review of the seasonal notes will show that there is a part ( 
year during which this insect is not founcl upon any cultivated host 
plant. I n  both years the lice were first observed in the field about May 
24, which is nearly as early as the plants are of sufficient size to attack. 
The general infestation in  the field continues until the first killing frost, 
October 15 to 26, at  College Station. A slight infestation has been 
observed until December 8. This louse has not been observed to col- 
onize on any plant other than the cultivated plants as listed. 
ANNUAL IJIFE HISTORY. 
From what has just been said it is evident that the life history of 
this insect in  all sections of the State is still a perplexing problem. 
T-he louse usually appears in  the field as soon as cotton is developing 
the second or third pair of leaves. If cucurbits are available a t  this 
date, they also are attacked, although in most sections these plants are 
not infested until a few weeks later than cotton. The migration tests 
show that the louse will go from cotton to cucurbits, or  from them to 
cotton. The infestation on cotton increases during the month of June, 
and then decreases during July and August. The same is true of the 
infestation on okra. On the cucurbits the infestation increases 
greater rapidity and continues until the plants are killed. The 
is present on cucurbits growing i n  this locality. During Sepb 
and the first half of October the infestation gradually  increase^, 
after the first killing frost the lice leave the cotton very rapidly. 
BEI.ATION O F  ANTS. 
The relation 02 aphids to ants has been recognized for many yt 
As early as 1883 Jonee(l4) called attention to the fact that three spt 
of ants mrere commonly attending cotton lice. Only one of these spt 
was identified by him as 2llyrm,ica mn.ledn. I n  1910 Marsh (15) recoras 
a very dose relationship between this aphid and Porrnica cinereorufibar- 
bis Forel. Recently Rorton(l6) has given an account of his extended 
observations on the relation of the Argentine ant, I r idomyrmex humil is 
Mayr., to this plant louse. 
I n  the present work, ants attending the lice were first observ 
the insectary on March 9, 1916. At that time the host plants gr 
in the benche~ were heavily infested with lice. A careful examii 
red in 
owing 
lation 
showei? that several colonies of ants mere well established in the soil; 
and apparently the ants were just beginning their scouting operations 
at this time, for they were observed on several of the host plants, al- 
though' lice were not present on all. .However, the ants were most 
numerous rvhere the lice were most abundant, on cotton aria on okra. 
On March 23 an ant in its t.ravel over a cotton plant was observed 
to detect an egg of a syrphid. Ilnmedijately the ant became excited 
ar~d allmost instantly began tearing the egg, which came loose from the 
leaf before the shell was broken. l17ith its load, the ant started dorm 
the stalkl to the ground and to its nest, which was seven feet froni the 
plant. After going about six inches from the plant the egg was laid 
down, apparently so the ant could rest. During the journey to the nest 
nixnp ants-were passed, some of which stopped to inspect the load, but 
none made any attempt to relieve the first ant. 
By April 1 colonies of ants mere quite numerous in  the benches. At  
the base of a heavily infested squash plant there was a colony of ants. 
These ants seemecl to confine their travel to the plants in the imme- 
diate ~ricinity of their nest. Four feet away was another nest, but the 
ants from this nest never worked close to the other. Two adult lice 
were observed crawling on the ground close to the base of a squash 
plant. Many ants passed these lice but with no more concern than to 
get around them and on their way to the plant. When lice were placed 
close to the hole of the nest, the ant.s seemed concerned only with get- 
ting around the lice and on with their errand. 
I In the field the ants m-ere found attending the lice as soon as they were established on the plants Map 24, e1916. Three species of ants Kcre present at  thnt time. . They were determined by Dr. IT. M. Wheeler 
aE Dorymyrmcz pyramiczls Reg. sub. sp. flaz~us Mac Cook; Solenopsis 
, gcrmi?znta Fabr. sub. sp. .cyZoni Mac Cook; Dorymyrmek pyrarnicus ! Reg. sub. sp. brunneus Forel. ?Vhen first observed the ants were work- ing almost wholly on cotton. On this host the louse infestation was most advanced, and the ants were observed to visit the nectaries on the wider sides of the leaves. No ants were found on any of the cucurbit plants that were being grown for the host plants adjacent to the cotton. ' 
On okra where the plants becamc heavily infested, the ants became 
Throughout the fall the ants were present whenever lice were found 
m cotton. A large cage was maintained at  this season for the study 
of the relation of ants to the lice. No ant nests were established within 
the cage, but visits were made to the cage from nests fifteen feet dis- 
tant. The nests were ge:lerally in soil that had not been cultivated 
dnrinq the season, between the cotton plants in the rows. Throughout 
this period of observation no ant was seen to care for a louse in any 
Lice of all stages mere seen on the ground at  different times, 
en not on the plant they were quickly passed up by the ants. On 
ber 22, 191 6, small colonies of lice were found by following the 
of ants. The only attention given to the lice was to obtain the 
dew. At this season the few lice present in the fields were always 
attended by the ants. 
he following spring many of the a ~ t  nests that had been observed 
the fall were dug up carefully. This was done just before cotton 
ON. 
$ 
plantecl. I n  no instance was i t  possible to. cletect any plant louse 
ny stage being cared for in the ants' nests'. 
.om what has been observed concerning the relation of ants to this 
l~lt~llt, i t would appear that the ants are able to collect great quantities 
of honey dew and that they n ~ a y  afford protection to the lice in so far 
as the eggs of predacious enemies are clestroycd. The ants are not de- 
pendent upon the lice as they secure much food from the nectaries of 
the eottnn The lice are not dependent upon the ants as they become 
establi 
JRAL EN1 EMIES. 
This plant louse is subject to the attacks o-t several enemies. Field 
notes show that tile combined attacks of these enemies may result in 
almost wiping out an infestation of lice. The value of these enenlies is 
hard to appreciate, for nlucll of their .work is often unnoticed. 
* 
PARASITES. I 
T h i ~  
louse 
melon 
5 parasit 
was fonr 
I,,,.,, , 
ysipk.lel:?rs tcata,ceipes Cress. f I 
:en found in  large numbers wherever this plant 
fact., the parasite is known in literature as the * 
lVUDt; yalaplbr. I t  does, however., feed extensively upon other 
common plant lice, some of which are closel~ associated with the cotton 
or melon louse. The original description of this parasite was gi~en in 
Bulletin 180 of this Experinlent Station. I 
Parasites were first observed in the field on 3Iay 25, 1916, which was 1 the next day after the-first lice were observed. on cotton. The nuillber 
of parasites incre,~sed steadiy, and bv June 5 the lice present mere 
heavily parasitized. The following week 95 per cent of the lice in the 
cages were parasitized. The adult parades  were very numerous over 
all the cottoil in the fielcl. Soon i t  was hard to fincl an adult louse 
that was not Bv June 15 most of the parasites had 
emerged from the lice. From this date the nui~lbers of lice were greatly 
reduced. Qn June 2'7 all t l ~  mature lice in the cages mere parasitized. 
From t,his time on the infestation on cottoil in the field was very light. 
During the.last week in  September a few parasites were again obser~ed 
ir, the cotton field. During the cool weather of October the parasites 
clid not increase i-erp ~d finally dieappeared f r  field by 
Novenzber 1. 
CIOUS ENEJIIES. 
om the : 
These enenlies are of sery considerable importance in the natural 
factors of control of this plant louse. These enemies are not so ham- ' 
pered in their activity by climatic conclitions as are the parasites. The 
predacious enemies are present every year and are present during a 
greater portion of the year than are parasites. I 
The most important of the predacious enemies are the lady beetles 
or coccinelicls. In both tho immature and the sd.ult stages these insects 
feed on plant licc. Seldom, however, do the beetles become abundant 
enongh to exterminate the lice. Three species of coccinelids have been 
commonly observed in the studies on this plant louse. I n  order of im- 
portance they are Megil la  m a m l a t a  DeG., Hippodamia  convergeious 
Guer., and Coccinella munda Say. 
LC~rphid Flies.  
These knemies of the louse' were commonly found i n  infested fields. 
The two species observed were 8 y r p h . u ~  americanus Wied., and Allo- 
grapla obliqua Say. These were present in  about equal numbers. 
SUMXARY. 
The cotton or melon louse is found widely distributed over the world. 
It is common throughout the United States.where any of its host plants 
are grown. I n  Texas this insect is a serious pest of cotton and the 
melons ( c ~ ~ c u r b j t s ) .  There has been much confusion in  the identity 
of this species as it is supposed to have a very long list of food plants, 
,all of which were not verified in this study. 
I n  Texas the normal form of reproduction is asexual throughout the 
entire year. The alternate host plants in  this State have not been de- 
termined. Fifty-one generations corripleted their life cycle in a period 
of exactly twelve months. The average reproduction period was 21.4 
days and the average young produced was 84.4. The migration tests 
indicate that the lice do not migrate from cotton to the cucurbits or  
the reverse. Ants were found associated with the lice a t  all times, but 
~ 1 . j  definite relation was established. 
The plant louse is reduced by natural facto'rs of control. One species 
of parasite, three species of ladybird beetles, and two species of Syrphid 
!lies were observed to prey on this louse. 
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